Scenario Testing: An Imperative for Bound Trading Strategies to
Ensure Max Profit, Minimal Risk
I have spent over fifteen years interviewing successful traders to understand what commonalities they
have. I understand the best way to learn anything is through trial and error. The drawback to trial and
error is twofold. One, it is a very slow process. To make a mistake, be aware of said mistake, understand,
and act to correct it, takes time and a very methodical process, both of which not many of us have. Two,
we have been programmed since birth that making a mistake is dangerous, ignorant, costly and
unbearable; that we are better than that. Because we have been programmed to not accept our
mistakes without much emotional anguish, taking on a learning process where gladly and objectively
welcoming mistakes is key, is fraught with problems. The second-best way to learn anything is guided
discovery, where we find folk who are ahead of us in attaining the same goal we have and follow in their
footsteps. Although the lessons may not be as engrained in us, at the end, as if we had learned it by trial
and error, guided discovery is a much faster process and does not have inherent steps which go against
our basic programing. My intention with identifying successful traders, interviewing them, and securing
a database of commonalities was to then do what they do.
One of the biggest philosophies all successful traders have, no matter the investment vehicle they focus
on (equities, commodities, indexes, ETFs, currencies, derivatives, real estate, baseball cards, etc.), the
frequency of their trading (monthly, daily, intraday, etc.), the lot size they trade, etc., is they focus on
managing risk, not reward.
I remember speaking in 2009 at a training event for option traders. A gentleman approached me during
the break to tell me that he learned how to trade theta decay using vertical spread option strategies. I
was not his teacher. He told me that for the first ten months he gained anywhere from four to well into
the double-digit percent returns on his investment every month. I nodded in recognition. Then, he went
on. Something happened during the eleventh month where not only did he lose all the gains he made
the previous ten months, he lost half of his initial portfolio.
Two things. The gentleman did not understand money management. If the gentleman had focused on
managing his risk, not his reward, there was no way he could have wound up in the situation he did.
Second, a side note, and not the focus of this article, he obviously was taught an option trading strategy
– a tool optimized for profiting from a select pattern, but was not taught how to recognize the patterns
he was trading against. First, we recognize all the patterns there are from every different aspect. Then,
we go to our investing tool chest, and select the trading strategy, the specific investments that go with
that strategy, and the timing. Another side note, I absolutely love equity option trading. Instead of two
or three tools in my chest, I have no fewer than 27. I can profit whether the market goes up, for sure
when it is sideways, and especially when it goes down. I can profit on changes in implied volatility. I can
profit just watching time pass by.
Money management and matching trading tools to recognized pattern, are two key elements we discuss
often in the forums of our ‘Six Percent Protocol’ program.
https://6pp.today/incomefromoptions

In our ‘Six Percent Protocol’ program we focus on trading theta decay. We have a screener that goes
through all the equity tickers in its data feed and their related option chains, and with a proprietary
screening algorithm, identifies the highest probability pairs for selling premium against. The screener
even suggests possible adjustment hedges.

Many of the premium trades we do, are bound. Bound trades mean there is a max profit and max risk
inherent in the trade. These are ideal for scenario testing.
Take for instance our identified CNP trade. The CNP trade can be scenario tested as a buy-write covered
call writing strategy. We might write something out like this.

The key now is to understand where we are starting from, our cost basis and our bounds, and the price
of the strategy at max profit and at max loss. In the case of a buy-write covered call, the cost basis is the
long stock price minus the short call price. Max profit occurs when called out at the short call’s strike
price. Max loss occurs at a stop loss order price or at the strike of a protective put. (If a protective put
adjustment strategy is incorporated, adding its cost to the cost basis is imperative). A write up might
look something like this.

From there we can calculate max return in dollars and percentage (non-dimensionalize the max return
by dividing the value in dollars by the cost basis). More importantly, we can calculate max risk in dollars
and percentage.

I recommend to all my program participants that no single trade gone extremely wrong - exiting at max
loss - should debit the portfolio by any more than one to four percent. Four percent would be a limit for
small portfolios. A portfolio roughly at $20K should not suffer any more than two percent for a trade
gone sour. Six digit portfolios should drop to one percent losses for trades that exit at max loss.
With max portfolio loss set, and max trade risk calculated through scenario testing, we now calculate
trade size using this formula.

Or, transformed.
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Here’s an example of what portion of our portfolio - the trade size - we can use in this trade.

Our scenario test has given us three key pieces of data we can move forward with, our target buy price
for the underlying, our target sell price for the call and the trade size.
Our scenario test has also given us the break-even price (the cost basis) and the max profit price. This is
considered our profit zone. We can use this zone to verify against our underlying’s price action pattern
to make sure it is probable our underlying will stay in this zone.

One of the benefits of covered call writing strategies and their variants is that we can leg into them. In a
covered call, we can buy the stock at a different time than we sell the call. Our goal with all trading is to
buy low and sell high. Through scenario testing we now clearly know what target price for the
underlying we must beat by buying-to-open lower, and what target price for the near-term at-themoney call we must beat by selling-to-open it higher.
In executing the trade, thanks to the scenario test, we can split up the mission and focus on its individual
parts. First, we acquire the underlying at a lower price than the target. Once accomplished, we turn our
attention to the next part. Second, we sell the call at a higher price than the target.
By beating the targets and trade size determined with our scenario test, the reward and risk become
exceptionably favorable, as you can see here.

Note in our example that we did not use the same strike price for the sold call as we used in the scenario
test. By choosing an option with a strike price that is two dollars higher than initially scripted out in our
test, we can make a gross assumption that the equivalent selling price is also two dollars higher, $2.15
versus 15¢.
It is also important to realize another built in safeguard to the scenario test. Because option contracts
are in lots of 100, the actual contracts that can be traded within the position size, will result in a lower
invested amount. This results in less risk to the portfolio should the market tides turn against us and the
strategy bombs out at max loss.
Finally, due diligence suggests we include our commissions, especially in premium trades, as
commissions could change the economics of a trade significantly.
These are all topics harped upon in our ‘Six Percent Protocol’ program.
https://6pp.today/incomefromoptions
Scenario tests are not limited to Covered Call Writing. They work with any bound strategy. Often in the
‘Six Percent Protocol’ we substitute a deep in-the-money, far out-in-time call option for the underlying
stock. This call option, through its selection, is optimized to trade at parity with the stock at a lower cost
basis. In effect, we create a diagonal debit spread.

Here is an example of the extended scenario test.

As you can see, we learn in advance through the scenario test, not only our targets, position sizing, and
profit zone, but we can also easily compare strategies, apples to apples, to determine which would work
best with the patterns we have identified; another benefit.
In summary, I learned from the countless successful traders I interviewed to mirror, that they all focus
on managing their risk versus eye balling reward potential. In bound trading strategies where max profit
and max risk are inherent, scenario testing in advance with current data is critical. Scenario testing
clarifies cost basis / breakeven price, max risk and max reward. Scenario testing defines for us price

targets and position sizing. Finally, scenario testing outlines our profit zone for further overlay with the
patterns we have identified. Incorporating scenario testing into our investing is the number one tweak
we can make, that I have seen in my 15 years of teaching on the subject, that will have the most
significance to our bottom line.
Scenario testing works also in unbound trading strategies where there are profit and loss target alerts.
Use scenario testing to work out your plan, in advance. Then focus on executing each step you worked
out. It sounds trivial. It is important nonetheless. Successful traders do it.
Scenario testing is a key piece of our ‘Six Percent Protocol’ program. It is built in. Sign up here for instant
access to our detailed video series. No wait. No hassle. Watch all the videos at once.
https://6pp.today/videoseriesnow

